
 

Senior Infants. Schoolwork Monday 11th Jan. 2021: 

This work is available to view on email and Seesaw also. Feel 

free to get in touch with any queries. There are a ton of 

resources available for all subjects in the links section of St 

Lachtains NS website , for example should your child require 

supplemental reading/less/more challenging work. 

Please also remember, concentration at this level is 20 mins 

max.Try incorporate some movement eg.Stand and sing action 

songs/rhymes ...or just jump around to help refocus! 

 English: 

 1. Jolly Phonics: please search online for song with "ai" words 

(revise if already done last week) . Sing song with actions/ read 

words / have fun (eg make using marlá,trace words in sand/ 

salt/shaving foam/water, with ai words (rain/Spain,chain, 

main,tail, sail...) ,  

2. Reader: Read as much as they like.  

3. Read Tricky words on homework sheet (if I included it I think 

I did!..if not the kids do set 1-4 jolly phonics tricky words you 

can find them online)  

4. Writing: Free Writing: Write a recount about My Christmas 

Holidays. encourage them to include when/ where/ who/ what 

happened in the recount . Tell the recount orally before writing. 

draw pictures to go with when/ where/ who/ what happened in 

their account. It may be too much to complete this in one day. I 

would suggest revisiting it tomorrow!  



 

 

Maths (3D shapes): 

 - Find the following shapes in your home 

(cube(dice)/cuboid(After eights box)/ cylinder(kitchen roll 

insert)/ sphere(ball))  

- play the game : I spy with my little eye something the shape of 

a .... cube/ cylinder/ sphere/ cuboid) - touch and feel 3d shapes, 

notice how many sides/faces/corners they have  

- do they roll? - Planet Maths 3D shapes section (1st page) I 

have to check page number! (Anyone who has it done trace 

around the 3d shapes on paper.)  

- 3d Obair Bhaile sheet (if I included it sorry I can't rem I 

think I did!)  

 

 

Irish : (An Aimsir:The Weather)  

Conas atá an aimsir inniú? (what is the weather like today )  

Tá sé fluich. (It is wet.)  

Tá sé ag cur baistí. (It is raining.)  

Tá sé scamallach.(It is cloudy.)  

Tá sé fuar.(It is cold.)  



Tá sé gaofar.(It is windy.) 

 Níl sé ag cur sneachta.(it is not snowing.)  

Níl sé té. (It is not hot.) - make it fun!  

-I like to go outside for the kids to experience the weather in 

real.life .  

- Also I like to play miming where the kids guess and Aimsir as I 

use my mime to display various weather elements ...they can 

then do it and you can practice your own Gaeilge ! siblings love 

to play this together!  

-Tarraing(draw) various weather elements mentioned above. 

 

*On Mondays we do History and some Grow in Love.  

History:  

-video call an elderly relative (if possible !).  

-Prepare questions about what Christmas was like when they 

were your age. -ask what things were different. 

 -ask what things are still the same. 

 

 Grow in Love:  

-recall the Nativity and any signs of the Nativity/ north of 

Christ encountered over the Xmas holidays e.g.. Mass on the 

TV/ real life/ Advent Candles / Crib.  



-discuss significance of same  

- draw Xmas nativity symbols e.g. crib/ Advent Candles etc... 


